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What Script Readers look for in a Script
Transcribed from a seminar given by Jon Gilbert,
Script Reader for the Film Consortium

The Film Consortium were one of the 3 lottery franchises which were given funding money by the UK Film Council when they set up a production fund.  It is now independently funded.

The script reader is the first point of entry for the Consortium, acting as a filter for producers and development people. As they receive on average 5-10 scripts a day, readers perform the task of letting the Consortium know if the script is worth reading. There is some leeway for the reader to push something through, because they see talent and their job is to call attention to good writers. The reader has lots of power, although he or she has relatively little status. 

The reader needs to push back personal preference and judge whether the work is effective in its own terms. Readers are looking for a good story, characters, and plot. The presentation is important; if a script is not properly presented, then it irritates the readers. There tends to be a correlation between content and presentation. It is important to get the reader's attention through quality of the writing, not through a fancy cover or anything like that. Get the reader on your side.

The biggest problem with scripts is lack of clarity. The reader doesn’t want to have to constantly re-read things, so having something that is clear on the page is important. The clearer something is to read the better. There is a difference between intentional ambiguity, when the author chooses to present two clear ideas, and accidental ambiguity, where the author is unclear about the ideas and expects the audience to make sense of it for him. You want to know exactly what the film is and why it is being written; it is very bad when you are 40 pages into a script and you still don’t know what is going on. Generally, things are not redeemable after that point.

You need an original idea or an original twist on an old idea. If the idea is very good, the script doesn’t have to be that well written to pass. The other option is to have a genre piece but treat it in an original way, like setting a film noir in normal Newcastle life; Jon recently read a script like this and the combination was funny. 

Your script must also have good characters that you identify with quickly- the audience needs to engage with the characters quickly, within ten pages, although they don’t have to be likeable. Openings are easy to get into - the problem is the ending, which often doesn’t clear things up. Your script can’t be slow and leaden, you need to make it interesting; the ending needs to resolve everything satisfyingly and every page must entertain you.

Genre is also important and the safer the writer plays to their genre, the easier it will be to get their scripts through. Readers respond more favourably to effectively done genre scripts. Certain genres don’t go away, like Romantic Comedies and Horror. There are few Thrillers because they are so hard to pull off. Readers get lots of Romantic Comedies but most are bad, if they are good, they are more likely to get through because good Romantic Comedies are like gold dust. You can get a Horror film produced even if it is quite poor because of DVD and Video sales. They don’t receive many Film Noir. Multiple storylines often don’t work. The overwhelming majority of submissions are dramas, most of which work ok. Contrary to popular belief, it is not easier to write a commercial film than an art one.

Before you send your script out to companies such as The Film Consortium, it is good to get your script read by someone who has no financial considerations and isn’t biased; unlike friends, who will be nice, they will give you the truth.

If a script is genuinely good, it gets through because the vast majority is below the necessary standard.  Out of 350 scripts read last year only 12 went into production; including Afterlife, Wondrous, Oblivion, Cheeky, Leningrad, Merchant of Venice, Enduring Love, and a horror film called Runt. They also made Bright Young Things, Country of My Skull, River Queen, and The Best Man. The Consortium will develop scripts if they have a good feel so they will go through a number of drafts before production.

Films need a certain amount of British contingent to invest in. You have a better chance if the film is low budget. Try to keep it manageable. The script reader role can be irrelevant if the right elements are attached but, generally, if the reader doesn’t like it, it will not get any further. 


